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Discover our destinations

Looking to get away? Take a peek at where we can take you! From 12 UK airports, you can jet off to more than 60 dazzling destinations across Europe. Whether it’s a balmy beach, action-packed city or snow-topped ski destination you’re after, you’re bound to find your dream spot!  


Browse now
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Upgrade to a package holiday
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    Low £60pp deposit*

    
	
    
    22kg baggage included

    
	
    
    10kg hand luggage included

    
	
    
    Refund guarantee*

    
	
    
    Free Child Places*

    


	
    
    ABTA & ATOL protected

    
	
    
    Tripadvisor award-winner

    
	
    
    Pay Monthly*

    
	
    
    Which? Recommended

    
	
    
    Return transfers included

    




See all Package Holidays
Or view our All Inclusive holidays







*Terms and conditions apply
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                                    Summer 2024

                                    It’s time to set your sights on Summer 2024 and take your pick from all the best dates, flight times and destinations. You could be jetting off to sun-soaked Spain, exploring the Balearics, or why not give Italy a go? Mainland or islands, it’s up to you! 
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                                    Winter 2024/25 

                                    Get your Winter 2024/25 flights sorted! Why not get a festive break in the bag for next year? We’ve got flights to so many magical Christmas market destinations like Prague, Krakow and Vienna. If you prefer some winter sun, take your pick from the likes of Lanzarote and Tenerife. 
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                                    Beach destinations

                                    Start the countdown to summer and book flights to one of our sizzling beach destinations! Spain, Portugal and Turkey are always firm favourites. Or why not give somewhere new a whirl, like Croatia, Greece or France?
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                                    City destinations

                                    With Jet2.com, you can fly to over 30 dazzling city destinations across Europe! Take your pick from classic capitals like Rome, Budapest or Prague, or why not try somewhere different like Athens, Reykjavik or Faro? Drenched in sunshine or sprinkled with snow, these city stunners are jam-packed with things to see and do. 
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                                    Ski destinations

                                    Alpine adventures are on the horizon with our Ski flights to some of Europe's top spots. So take your pick from ski resorts in the Austrian, French, Italian and Swiss Alps, as well as Andorra and the Tyrolean Mountains. 
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